The Internet became a major medium in the information world. It offers access to massive amount of information resources but the fact remains that it is still very hard for people to locate high quality information among the general chaos.

In the past few years the issue of resource discovery on the Internet has been the focus of much work by many different communities. Subject Gateways provide links to information resources (documents, collections, sites or services), predominantly accessible via the Internet.

ADAM: Art Design and Media Gateway:
subject coverage: Art Design & Media
A searchable catalogue of Internet resources that have been carefully selected and catalogued by professional librarians for the benefit of the UK Higher Education community.
http://adam.ac.uk/

AERADE:
subject coverage: Aerospace & Defence Studies
Provides integrated access to key aerospace and defence information sources.
http://aerade.cranfield.ac.uk/

AGRIGATE:
subject coverage: Agriculture, Forestry, Environment, Food, Science, Horticulture
A subject information gateway for resources, both online and offline, identified as valuable to those participating in agriculture research. The purpose of Agrigate is to support the identification and dissemination of high quality research materials.
http://www.agrigate.edu.au/

AHDS: Arts & Humanities Data Service:
subject coverage: Arts & Humanities
Is a UK national service funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee and the Arts and Humanities Research Board.
http://ahds.ac.uk/

ALTIS:
subject coverage: Hospitality, Leisure, Sport, Tourism
A source of selected, high quality Internet information for students, lecturers, researchers and practitioners.
http://www.altis.ac.uk/

ARGUS Clearing House:
subject coverage: Arts, Humanities, Media & Social Sciences
A search and browse internet centre.
http://www.clearinghouse.net/
Art History Resources:
subject coverage: Art History
Links to art history resources from across the world.
http://witcombe.sbc.edu/ARTHLinks.html

Artifact:
subject coverage: Arts and Creative Industries.
Artifact is an Internet Resource Catalogue (IRC) providing searchable access to a
collection of high quality online resources and web sites
http://www.artifact.ac.uk/

Artchive:
subject coverage: Art
Links to art movements, artists & images.
http://www.artchive.com/ftp_site.htm

Artsource:
subject coverage: Art & Architecture
Networked resources on art and architecture.
http://www.ilpi.com/artsource/welcome.html

BeCal - Belief, Culture and Learning Information Gateway:
subject coverage: Philosophy and Culture
A gateway to peer-reviewed educational and research resources concerning belief, culture
and values.
http://www.becal.net/

Biogate:
subject coverage: Biological Sciences
A searchable directory of resources.
http://biogate.lub.lu.se/

BIOME:
subject coverage: Health & Life Sciences
A collection of gateways which provide access to evaluated, quality Internet resources in
the health and life sciences, aimed at students, researchers, academics and practitioners.
http://biome.ac.uk/

Biz/ed:
subject coverage: Business
Business education on the Internet, a gateway to facilitate business and management.
http://bized.ac.uk/

BUBL Information Service:
subject coverage: General, including, arts, humanities, media & social sciences
A national information service for the higher education community. Includes an A-Z list
of subject resources as well as links to e-journals and mailing lists. BUBL is a UK-based
interactive information service which provides links to over 12,000 internet resources in a wide range of subject areas.
http://bubl.ac.uk/

ChemDex:
subject coverage: Chemistry. It is an international directory.
http://www.chemdex.org/

Chemistry.org.uk:
subject coverage: Chemistry
The Chemistry section of the WWW Virtual Library.
http://www.liv.ac.uk/Chemistry/Links/link.html

Design Library:
subject coverage: Design
Links to industrial design, interaction design, graphic design, environmental design & design schools.
http://www.dh.umu.se/design_lib/design_library.html

Digital Librarian:
subject coverage: General
Annotated index of Internet resources.
http://www.digital-librarian.com/

EDWEB:
subject coverage: Education
The purpose of this hyperbook is to explore the worlds of educational reform and information technology.
http://edweb.gsn.org/

http://eels.lub.lu.se/%20

EEVL:
subject coverage: Engineering
Edinburgh Engineering Virtual Library. Provides access to quality resources for engineering on the Internet.
http://www.eevl.ac.uk/

ELDIS:
subject coverage: Development
The gateway to development information.
http://nt1.ids.ac.uk/eldis/
GEM:
subject coverage: Education
The gateway to educational materials.
http://thegateway.org/

Geo-Information Gateway:
subject coverage: Geosciences
An index of on-line Geo-Information resources for university staff and students in the spatial disciplines.
http://www.geog.le.ac.uk/cti/info.html

GESource:
subject coverage: Geography & Environment
A searchable information resource.
http://www.gesource.ac.uk/home.html

HISTORY: On Line:
subject coverage: History
The user can search over 40,000 records to find information about the history profession in the UK.
http://www.ihrinfo.ac.uk/

HUMBUL:
subject coverage: Humanities
Provides access to humanities resources eg. Archaeology, Classics, History, Lang/Lit and Religion.
http://www.humbul.ac.uk/

iLove Language:
subject coverage: Languages
A guide to language-related Web sites.
http://www.ilovelanguages.com/

InfoLaw:
subject coverage: Law
For all those practising in or dealing with the UK legal system it is the longest-standing UK legal web portal, renowned for its conciseness and ease of use.
http://www.infolaw.co.uk/

Infomine:
subject coverage: General, including, Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences
It is a Scholarly internet resource collection. A Web resource well organized access to important university level research and educational tools on the Internet.
http://infomine.ucr.edu/Main.html
Internet Directory for Botany:
subject coverage: Botany and Ecology
The Internet Directory of Botany is an index to botanical information available on the Internet. It consists of two parts, an alphabetical directory and a categorical directory.
http://www.botany.net/

The Math Forum @ Drexel:
subject coverage: Maths
It is an internet mathematics library.
http://mathforum.org/library/

MCS:
subject coverage: Media
Media communications studies site.
http://www.aber.ac.uk/media/Functions/mcs.html

MedHist:
subject coverage: medical and allied sciences history
Gives Free access to a searchable catalogue of Internet sites and resources covering the history of medicine.
http://medhist.ac.uk/

Media UK:
subject coverage: Media
Free independent online media directory.
http://directory.mediauk.com/

NOVAGate:
subject coverage: Forestry, Veterinary, Agriculture, Food Sciences and Environmental Sciences
It is a gateway to selected Internet resources in the fields of forestry, veterinary, agricultural, food and environmental sciences.
http://novagate.nova-university.org/

OMNI - Organising Medical Networked Information:
subject coverage: Clinical research, Health & Medicine
A gateway to evaluated, quality Internet resources in health and medicine, aimed at students, researchers, academics and practitioners in the health and medical sciences.
http://www.omni.ac.uk/

Philosophy in Cyberspace:
subject coverage: Philosophy
Links to philosophy journals, subject guides, newsgroups, conferences and jobs etc.
http://www-personal.monash.edu.au/~dey/phil/
Physicsweb:
subject coverage: Physics
On-line physics resources.
http://physicsweb.org/

PICK:
subject coverage: Librarianship and Information Science
A gateway to quality Librarianship and Information Science resources on the Internet.
http://www.aber.ac.uk/~tplwww/e/

psci-com:
subject coverage: Science, Communication & Society
Offers free access to a searchable catalogue of Internet sites covering public engagement in science, science communication and the interpretation of science in society.
http://psci-com.org.uk/

PSIgate:
subject coverage: Physical Science
Offers access to high quality Web resources in the physical sciences; astronomy, chemistry, earth sciences, materials sciences, physics, and science history and policy.
http://www.psigate.ac.uk/

Psych Web:
subject coverage: Psychology
Contains psychology-related information for students and teachers of psychology.
http://www.psywww.com/

RDN: Resource Discovery Network:
subject coverage: General, including, Humanities& Social Sciences
Free Internet service dedicated to providing effective access to high quality Internet resources for the learning, teaching and research community.
http://www.rdn.ac.uk/

RUDI:
subject coverage: Urban Design
Resource for urban design information.
http://www2.rudi.net/rudi.html

Sapling:
subject coverage: Architecture, Planning & Landscape
A global gateway for information, and a forum for exchanging ideas.
http://www.sapling.org.uk/
SciCentral:
subject coverage: Science
Internet resources from all scientific disciplines.
http://www.sciquest.com/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/ExecMacro/sci_index.d2w/report

SOSIG:
subject coverage: Social Sciences
It is a popular gateway in Social Sciences Information. A freely available Internet service which aims to provide a trusted source of selected, high quality Internet information for students, academics, researchers and practitioners in the social sciences, business and law.
http://www.sosig.ac.uk/

Vetgate:
subject coverage: Animal Health
Offers free access to a searchable catalogue of Internet sites covering animal health.
http://vetgate.ac.uk/

Voice of the Shuttle:
subject coverage: General, including, Arts, Humanities & Media
Web links for humanities research but includes media & arts sites.
http://vos.ucsb.edu/

World Wide Art Resources:
subject coverage: Arts
This is the gateway for online arts, artists, museums, galleries, quality art, art history, arts, education, antiques, dance, theatre etc.
http://wwar.com/